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ABSTRACT

Adsorption and desorption of CO2 on metallic and oxidized Ni nano-structures

supported on mica (muscovite) substrates have been studied by temperature

programmed desorption (TPD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and

atomic force microscopy (AFM). Predominantly physisorption was observed at low

temperatures near 130 K. Weak desorption features where found at temperatures

up to about room temperature for both metallic and oxidized samples. No clear

indication of dissociation of CO2 was found on neither the oxidized nor the metallic

sample. More CO2 was observed to adsorb on oxidized Ni nano-structures as

compared to the metallic structures. A large affinity to adsorption of CO from the

ambient vacuum was seen on the nano-structures. An absence of strong dependence

on Ni amount on CO2 adsorption is reported.
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1. Introduction

Carbon dioxide is the most abundant green house gas, and therefore studies of

adsorption characteristics may be of considerable environmental relevance. Further-

more, CO2 chemistry is of technological interest in heterogeneous catalytic processes

[1, 2], and is important for the organic synthesis of chemicals like methanol, which is

a promising candidate as energy carrier for fuel cells and internal combustion engines

[3, 4]. A previous work on the Ni/Cu(100) system found that the turnover frequency

for CO2 hydrogenation was 60 times higher at Ni sites as compared to Cu sites [5, 6].

The promoting role of Ni and the interaction between CO2 with Ni and other transi-

tion metal surfaces are not completely understood.[7] Previous reports suggest that

Ni(110) is the only transition metal low Miller index surface where CO2 chemi-

cally binds in an ultra-high-vacuum environment without the presence of electron

donor elements [8, 7, 9]. Adsorption of CO2 on Ni surfaces may involve physisorp-

tion, chemisorption, dissociation, as well as carbonate formation. Physisorption is

commonly found at low temperatures, and chemisorption is enhanced in the pres-

ence of high defect density. At higher temperatures approaching room temperature,

dissociation and carbonate formation may occur [8].

Presently, adsorption and desorption of CO2 on Ni nano-structures/nano-

particles supported on substrates of muscovite mica have been considered. Nano-

particles exhibit large size-dependent changes in structural and electronic properties,

and size may be expected to affect strongly adsorption properties. A recent work on

adsorption and desorption of carbon monoxide on nickel nano-structures on mus-

covite mica has shown strong dependence on nano-structure size on the desorption

characteristics [10]. Nano-particles of FCC metals tend to form cubo-octahedral

shapes in order to minimize the free energy [11, 12]. Recently, it was shown for

cubo-octahedral clusters that for small particles the fraction of terrace sites ap-

proaches zero, whereas for clusters consisting of a few hundred atoms the fraction of

terrace sites is above 50 % [13]. In the present paper, absence of strong dependence

on Ni nano-structure size is reported for CO2 adsorption on Ni deposited on mica

(muscovite) surfaces. A similar conclusion was obtained in a recent work on methane

adsorption on this system [14].

2. Experimental

The muscovite was obtained from Goodfellow (potassium aluminosilicate sheet, 0.15

mm thick and 12 mm diameter, condition clear ruby). The mica substrate was an-

nealed overnight in ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) at a temperature of 700 K. Carbon

contaminants were then removed by hydrogen atom bombardment using a naked

filament placed in front of the sample and a hydrogen gas pressure of 2·10−6 Torr
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at sample temperature 700 K. The mica was mounted on a molybdenum support

and was resistively heated. The sample could be cooled down to a temperature near

110 K. The surface structure of the cleaned mica surface was verified by low energy

electron diffraction (LEED) to show a clear hexagonal pattern. Ni was deposited at

the sample using e-beam deposition. A low evaporation rate of about 0.6 Å/min was

used. The evaporation rate was verified by using a quartz crystal rate monitor as well

as from XPS intensities. An effective thickness was obtained by considering Ni and

substrate core levels. Clustering was observed during heating to 700 K. TPD spec-

tra were obtained by using a shielded and differentially pumped Prisma quadrupole

mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer). The mass spectrometer was positioned close to the

sample surface during measurements to discriminate against spurious desorption

from the sample support, and to obtain reproducible intensities that could be com-

pared for different runs. Spectra were obtained from mass-to-charge ratios 2 (H2),

18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 32 (O2) and 44 amu (atomic mass unit) (CO2) simultaneously

for all experimental runs. A temperature rate of 1 K/s was used for the TPD exper-

iments. XPS measurements were recorded using a SES2002 spectrometer (Scienta)

in conjunction with a monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source (Scienta). An energy

resolution of about 0.4 eV was obtained at 200 eV pass energy. A flood gun was

used for charge neutralization during the photoemission measurements to prevent

macroscopic charges on the insulating mica substrates. AFM measurements were

performed in the tapping mode in air, using a Cypher VRS microscope (Asylum Re-

search, Oxford Instruments). Three types of probes with different resolutions have

been used, namely TAP 150-G by Budget Sensors (tip radius R < 8 nm), SNL-10-A

by Bruker probes (tip radius R < 2 nm) and SHR300 by Budget Sensors (tip radius

R = 1 nm). The samples have been scanned systematically, imaging total areas of

130, 620 and 900µm2 for individual samples. Images with large size (5 × 5 µm2,

resolution 512 × 512 px) have been scanned using TAP 150-G probe, high resolu-

tion images (image size bellow 1× 1 µm2, resolution 1024× 1024 px) were captured

using SNL-10-A and SHR300 probes. Resulting images have been processed using

Gwyddion software [22], using median line leveling to determine particle/cluster di-

ameter, surface coverage with particles/clusters, number of objects per µm2, mean

square (σp) and mean (σa) roughness, and ratio of surface to projected area of ob-

jects on the mica substrate. Depending on the topography of individual samples,

particles/clusters were located using the watershed algorithm or manual selection

of grains with the help of edge detection algorithm [27]. The AFM images were

recorded at atmospheric conditions after the TPD runs had been completed. The

base pressure in the vacuum chamber was in the low 10−10 Torr range.
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3. Results

3.1. AFM results

Ni was deposited at a substrate temperature of 150 K and the samples were subse-

quently heated to 700 K to finalize the formation of nano-structures. Results from

AFM measurements are displayed in Fig. 1 and in the Supplementary Information

File, showing the samples with 0.8, 2 and 6.4 ML coverage. The AFM images were

recorded ex-situ after performing TPD and XPS measurements in-situ. The effective

coverage was estimated by XPS after deposition at 150 K.

Clustering of nickel was observed upon heating to 700 K by a decrease in the

XPS core level intensity ratio between Ni 2p and K 2p. In general, larger Ni de-

positions lead to formation of distinct nano-particles (Fig.1c and S3 and S4 in the

Supplementary Information File), whereas for lower Ni depositions, more complex

nano-structures were observed (Fig.1a and c and S1, S2 and S4 in the Supplemen-

tary Information File). The sample with 0.8 ML coverage exhibits similar features

in all examined areas (total scanned area of 906µm2) – individual particles forming

flat clusters in the first layer, with randomly distributed larger clusters on the top of

the first layer (Fig. 1a and S1 and S4 in the Supplementary Information File). The

sample with 2 ML coverage (total scanned area of 602µm2) displays more exotic

structures formed, constituting from the homogeneous first layer of particles, with

the 2nd particle layer forming dendritic-like structures (Fig. 1b and S2 and S4 in

the Supplementary Information File). Finally, the sample with the largest amount

of deposited Ni, 6.4 ML shows a homogeneous layer of large particles touching and

overlapping each other (Fig. 1c and S3 and S4 in the Supplementary Information

File). Statistical parameters of each sample are summarized in Table 1. Scans of the

samples with super sharp SHR300 probe having nominal tip radius of 1 nm exhib-

ited artefact of the contrast reversal in the regions between grains (Fig. S5 and S6),

manifested as sharp features. This artefact is caused by a change from attractive to

repulsive mode of the cantilever, probably due to the water layer adhered between

Ni grains, which causes physical catching of super-sharp spike-like probe by capillary

forces [26, 24, 25]. Bearing in mind that the samples were removed from the vacuum

chamber and stored in the ambient atmosphere prior to the AFM measurements, it

should be noted that a distortion of the AFM images due to the hydrophilic nature

of the mica substrate should occur particularly for lower Ni coverage [26, 24, 25],

which has been observed (Fig. S5 and S6).
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Figure 1. AFM topography images of effective coverage (a) 0.8, (b) 2.0, and (c) 6.8 ML Ni on muscovite
mica, with the corresponding cross-sections bellow images. Images were captured in 1024 × 1024 px resolution

using SNL-10-A probe.

Table 1. General parameters of individual samples, as determined from the AFM images. Surface coverage
(%), which is the portion of mica covered with particles/grains; Grain size (nm) which represents the median

size of particles/grains determined by different methods as explained in footnotes; Cluster size (nm) attributed

to the median size of clusters; No. objects/µm2 which is the average number of particles/clusters per µm2;
σa (nm) and σp (nm) representing mean and root-mean-square roughness [22, 23].

Sample Surface coverage Grain size Cluster size No. objects σp e) σa e)

(%) (nm) (nm) /µm2 (nm) (nm)

0.8 ML 83 ± 5 * 10.1 ± 2.0 b) / 8.9 ± 1.5 d) 44 ± 14 a) 161 ± 30 c) 0.32 0.34

2 ML 85 ± 11 * 7 ± 1.5 f) − 7048 ± 500 0.18 0.23

6.4 ML 100 ** 24.8 ± 3 − 3400 ± 50 e) 0.89 0.69

* assuming the lowest parts of topography between grains/clusters can be attributed to mica, which is indi-

rectly confirmed by water-like artefact in between grains, discussed in the Supplementary Information File
** assuming bare mica surface is not accessible, as the individual particles/grains are large and touch/overlap

each other
a) statistics from 100µm2 (4 images, 5 × 5µm2, 1024 × 1024 px) scanned with TAP 150-G tip (R < 8 nm),
based on watershed algorithm
b) based on statistics from randomly selected 116 grains, HR image (0.5× 0.5µm2) scanned with SNL10-A tip

(R < 2 nm)
c) clusters, statistic from 75µm2, scanned with TAP 150-G tip (R < 8 nm), based on watershed algorithm
d) calculated from statistics on 41 randomly selected grains, measurement from phase image with nicely dis-

tinguished grains, 0.5 × 0.2µm2 (Fig S7), HR probe (R = 1 nm)
e) results from 1024 × 1024 px image, 1 × 1µm2, taken by SNL-10A tip (R < 2 nm), statistics for data from

total scanned area > 300µm2

f) statistics on HR image 1024 × 1024 px, 0.5 × 0.5µm2, watershed algorithm, SNL10-A tip
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3.2. Metallic Ni nano-structures

Thermal desorption spectra of carbon dioxide were obtained from several nickel

depositions on muscovite mica substrates. After Ni deposition, the samples were an-

nealed to a temperature of 700 K before exposure to CO2. This was done to finalize

the formation of nano-structures. Figure 2 and 3 show CO2 TPD spectra from effec-

tive Ni coverage 0.45 (bottom curve), 0.80 (middle curve), and 2.0 ML (top curve)

on mica. A carbon dioxide dose of 1 L (1Langmuir = 1·10−6Torr ·s) was dosed at a

substrate temperature of 130 K. These spectra are dominated by a single peak from

physisorbed CO2 at low temperature. Figure 2 shows that weak desorption struc-

tures exist in the temperature range up to about 250 K. No other distinct desorption

features corresponding to mass 44 amu were observed up to a temperature of 700 K.

The main desorption peaks have maximum values near temperatures 141, 135 and

158 K for effective Ni coverage 0.45, 0.80, and 2.0 ML; respectively. Corresponding

spectra as in Fig.2 are shown in Fig.3 for CO (mass 28 amu). The low temperature

peaks correspond to peaks in Fig.2 since CO2 has a mass 28 amu fragmentation prod-

uct. The peaks near 500 K are argued to stem from CO adsorbed on the Ni/mica

sample from the background pressure in the ultra-high-vacuum chamber, since no

CO2 remains on the sample at this elevated temperature. This observation confirms

the extreme affinity of CO to the supported Ni nano-structures. Fig.4 shows CO2

TPD spectra for adsorption of 1 L CO2 at temperatures 130, 150 and 200 K on a

sample of 2.0 ML effective Ni coverage. The low temperature physisorption peak be-

comes smaller with increasing adsorption temperature, whereas the weak desorption

features up to above 250 K are less affected. It may be noted that the physisorption

peak in the bottom curve in Fig.4 appears at a temperature less than the dosing

temperature of 200 K. This is thought to be caused by adsorption of residual CO2 in

the vacuum chamber as the temperature is lowered. As the temperature was ramped

to 700 K increased background of the spectra were observed; however, desorption

peaks were not observed in the TPD spectra in this temperature range.

XPS spectra in the binding energy region from 50 to 400 eV are shown in Fig.5

for effective Ni coverage of 0.8 (bottom spectrum) and 2.0 ML (top spectrum). The

various core levels are labelled in the figure. The main differences between the two

spectra are the Ni coverage and the observation of Ca 2p emission in the 2.0 ML

sample. The Ca intensity was estimated to be about 10 to 15% of the Ni intensity

in the XPS signal. It is noted that charge compensation was needed to prevent

distortion of the core level spectra for effective Ni coverage up to at least 5 ML,

which was the largest coverage that was investigated.
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Figure 2. TPD of CO2 (mass 44 amu). The effective Ni coverage was: 0.45 (bottom curve), 0.80 (middle

curve), and 2.0 ML (top curve).
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Figure 3. TPD of CO (mass 28 amu). The effective Ni coverage was: 0.45 (bottom curve), 0.80 (middle

curve), and 2.0 ML (top curve).
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Figure 4. TPD of CO2 (mass 44 amu) from effective Ni coverage 2.0 ML on mica.

3.3. Oxidized Ni nano-structures

Thermal desorption spectra were also obtained from oxidized Ni nano-structures on

muscovite. Oxidation was performed by exposing the samples to 100 L oxygen at a

temperature of 300 K. The samples were annealed to 700 K prior to the oxidation

to finalize the formation of the Ni nano-structures. A comparison of desorption of

CO2 from pure and oxidized Ni nano-structures is shown in Fig.6. The exposure

was from a CO2 dose of 1 L at a substrate temperature 130 K. The top spectrum

shows desorption from the oxidized sample. It is evident that more CO2 is adsorbed

on the oxidized sample. Fig.7 shows desorption of CO (mass = 28 amu) recorded

simultaneously as the CO2 spectrum. These spectra contains CO2 fragmentation

spectra in the low temperature physisorption region. The mass 28 amu peak is

found near 166 K for the oxidized sample, and near 479 K for the pure metallic

sample. XPS core levels for metallic and oxidized Ni on mica are shown in Fig.8

for an effective Ni coverage of 0.8 ML. The Ni shake-up satellite at about 6 eV

higher binding energy with respect to the main peak is seen for both the metallic

and oxidized samples [15].
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Figure 5. XPS from Ni/mica.The effective Ni coverage was 0.8 ML (bottom spectrum) and 2.0 ML (top
spectrum).

4. Discussion

The AFM images show clustering of Ni atoms on the mica substrates. Mica is a

weakly interacting substrate and aggregation of Ni particles are evident from the

images in the supplementary file. It may be difficult to distinguish between Volmer-

Weber (clustering) or Stranski-Krastanov (one or two monolayers following by clus-

tering) growth.Aggregation of Ni atoms is temperature dependent, and the finding

is that as stable structure is reached upon slow annealing of the samples to a tem-

perature of 600 K. Peak positions in the TPD and XPS spectra were observed to

depend only weakly on the amount of Ni that was deposited in the coverage range

up to a few monolayers. A correlation between sample morphology and TPD and

XPS spectra was thus not obtained.

The TPD spectra of CO2 are dominated by the low temperature physisorption

peak. For desorption from metallic Ni nano-structures weak features are observed

near 250 K, see Fig.4. These features may possibly be attributed to chemisorption of

carbon dioxide. Previous work has concluded that a low temperature chemisorption

peak exists for CO2 adsorption on Ni(110), which may be enhanced by conversion

from physisorbed species by X-ray radiation in XPS experiments [19]. Presently, the

desorption peaks were found to be enlarged for CO2 adsorption on pre-oxidized Ni

nano-structures, see Fig.6. The area of the desorption peaks was a factor 1.9 larger

as compared to adsorption on metallic Ni. A similar enhancement was observed for

the weaker desorption features at higher temperature. This suggests that more ad-
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Figure 8. XPS of Ni 2p core levels for metallic and oxidized Ni/mica.

sorption sites are available in the oxidized samples. The desorption temperatures

are near equal. The simultaneously obtained desorption of CO indicates physisorp-

tion (desorption at 166 K) on the oxidized sample and chemisorption (desorption at

479K) on the metallic sample.

There exist a controversy in the literature regarding dissociation of CO2 on

metal surfaces [18]. Chemisorption and dissociation of carbon monoxide are well

documented on doped Ni surfaces [20, 21]. Physisorption of CO2 is observed on

all Ni surfaces at low temperatures. When the temperature increases the molecule

may chemisorb. The reactivity of Ni systems follow the trend Ni(110) > Ni(100) >

Ni(111), being more reactive for an open surface [9]. Evidence for dissociation of

CO2 on the supported Ni nano-structures was not found in the present work. The

distinct CO desorption peaks that were observed in Fig.3 show the large affinity to

carbon monoxide of the Ni nano-structures. An early conjecture of dissociation of

CO2 was dismissed since similar mass = 28 amu peaks were observed in the absence

of exposure to carbon dioxide, which shows that adsorption of CO takes place during

the experiment from the ambient pressure in the vacuum chamber in which the base

pressure is about 1·10−10 mbar. This leads to the suggestion that observation of CO

desorption peaks may not be taken as proof of dissociation of CO2 in Ni systems.
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Due to the low desorption temperature it may be argued that the CO peak at 166

K is caused by physisorption in the case of the oxidized Ni/mica sample.

The observation, see Fig.2, that the CO2 physisorption peak is located about 20 K

at higher temperature for the 2.0 ML Ni sample as compared to the 0.8 ML Ni sample

is argued to be related to the presence of Ca in the 2.0 ML sample, as shown in Fig.5.

The Ca content stems from variations in the muscovite mica substrates. Most mica

samples were found to contain negligible amounts of calcium. The work functions

of Ca and Ni are about 2.7 and 5.0 eV, respectively [16]. The physisorption peak

is controlled by Van der Waals forces, which are induced dipole-dipole interactions

that are sensitive to work function changes [17, 18]. Lower work function implies

stronger physisorption bonds. By comparison, the CO chemisorption peak near 500

K, seen in Fig.3, is not similarly affected. If this interpretation is correct, it may

indicate that CO2 physisorption takes place near the Ni-mica interface. In contrast

to the work of adsorption of CO on Ni nano-structures on mica where strong nano-

structure size dependence was observed, desorption of CO2 does not seem to depend

strongly on the amount of Ni on the surface of the mica substrate. This may be due

to the observation of a very low tendency of chemisorption of CO2 on these surfaces.

5. Conclusions

Thermal desorption spectra have shown that predominantly physisorption of carbon

dioxide was observed on metallic and oxidized Ni nano-structures supported on

muscovite mica. Only weak chemisorption features were observed at temperatures up

to room temperature for both metallic and oxidized Ni nano-structures. Dissociation

of CO2 was not observed on the metallic nor oxidized Ni samples. Near a factor of two

more CO2 was seen to be adsorbed on the oxidized Ni nano-structures as compared

to the metallic ones. The Ni nano-structures were found to be very reactive towards

CO adsorption from the ambient pressure in the vacuum chamber, based on the

observation of a CO desorption peak even in the absence of CO2 or CO exposure.

Desorption of CO2 was found to depend only weakly on the amount of Ni on the

muscovite mica substrates in the mono-layer thickness regime.
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